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Abstract  

The laser micro-machining technology is an attractive alternative to conventional photoresist-

based technologies for manufacturing terahertz (THz) cross-shaped mesh filters. It can 

address some limitations related to filter’s quality, process complexity, unit cost and available 

materials. However, there are also open issues associated with the laser micro-machining 

technology that have to be addressed. In particular, some intrinsic characteristics of laser 

micro-machined structures, i.e. the side-wall tapering, that impact both achievable geometrical 

and dimensional accuracy and the filters’ performance. This research proposes a novel 

fabrication process, called laser precession machining, that addresses some of the key laser 

micro-machining limitations in producing THz mesh filters. It employs an ultrafast laser and a 

“precess” module to vary the beam incident angle and thus to minimise the taper angle on the 

sidewalls of the filters’ cross-shaped through holes. A significant reduction of this negative 

tapering effect was achieved on micro-structures produced with this new method that led to a 

significant improvement of filters’ performance.  The filters’ performance was compared with 

the simulation results and they were in good agreement. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 

(XPS) analysis was carried out to analyse the effects of laser precession machining on the 

composition of copper substrates as a potential factor affecting the filters’ performance. 

Keywords: Terahertz, Cross-shaped, Mesh Filter, Laser Micro-machining, Precession, 

Tapering Effect. 

1. Introduction  

The interests in developing and implementing terahertz (THz) technology have been growing 

consistently in the last decade with a wide range of applications offering unique capabilities 

[1]. The THz emission frequency covers the gap between the microwave and infrared radiation 

in the electromagnetic spectrum, ranging from 0.1 to 10 THz that is equivalent to wavelength 

from 3 mm to 30 µm and exists in non-ionizing form [2, 3]. Applications of the terahertz 

radiation can be found in various areas, such as biomedical imaging, cancer detection, food 

and water inspection, radars, security and astronomy [4-9]. One of the key components in 

many THz communication systems are the frequency restricting components that act as filters 

in selecting one or more target frequency bands [10, 11]. A typical example of such 

components are the frequency selective surfaces which are formed of two-dimensional arrays 

of through structures onto a thin substrate, also known as mesh filters [12]. One popular 

through structure of the THz mesh filters are cross-shaped holes with critical dimensions such 

as  length, width and periodicity [13, 14]. Consequently, the performance of cross-shaped THz 
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mesh filters is very sensitive to their geometrical accuracy [15]. Therefore, the technologies 

used for their manufacture normally require a very high accuracy and repeatability [16].  

Photolithography that employs SU-8 photoresist has been used to manufacture THz 

components and frequency selective surfaces [17, 18]. This technology typically produces 

components with a very high geometrical accuracy, especially in regard to the taper angle on 

the micro-structures’ sidewall, that affects the mesh filters’ performance. This is an important 

prerequisite for achieving a good mesh filter’s performance, i.e. transmitting only the selected 

frequencies with minimum insertion losses, as these THz device’s characteristics are very 

sensitive to any dimensional variations. However, photolithography also has some intrinsic 

shortcomings, in particular it can only process photoresist materials with their limited 

mechanical, thermal and electrical properties. SU-8 is an epoxy-based photoresist with 

Young’s modulus in range of 2.92 to 4.95 GPa that is far lower when compared with metallic 

substrates [19]. In addition, SU-8 has a high electrical resistivity and therefore the photoresist-

based manufacturing technologies for producing THz devices have to include a metallisation 

step. 

There are other manufacturing technologies of producing frequency selective surfaces such 

as electron-beam lithography, nanoimprint lithography, deep reactive ion etching and inkjet 

printing [20-22]. These technologies again require an additional metallisation step, as with the 

case of photolithography. Hard substrates are usually required to reinforce the mesh filters 

fabricated with them. Another common limitation of these technologies is that they are capital 

intensive and therefore are mostly viable for relatively large batch sizes while the unit costs 

are still relatively high due to the use of clean room manufacturing technologies.  

In this context, laser-based micro machining offers unique advantages compared to 

photoresist-based manufacturing technologies, especially for producing THz frequency 

selective surfaces. It is a direct write and non-contact process and can be used to structure 

almost any material [23]. Therefore, the researchers have started looking at employing this 

technology for fabricating THz communication components [24-28].   

Table 1 compares the capabilities of photoresist-based technologies against laser-based ones 

for producing THz devices. It can be clearly seen that laser-based micro-machining systems 

offer important advantages and also flexibility in their manufacture. The achievable accuracy 

with state-of-the-art laser micro-machining systems can be better than 4 µm and thus is 

becoming comparable to what can be attained employing photolithography [29]. The 

production costs can be reduced, too, with the use of laser direct fabrication of THz devices 

as it will be possible to avoid post-processing steps. The attractive capabilities of laser micro-

machining systems, such as non-contact 3D processing and abilities to structure directly 

metallic substrates, can also underpin the development of novel THz device’s designs.  

However, the laser micro-machining technology still has some inherent limitations that can 

affect the manufacturing process and thus the performance of THz mesh filters. In particular, 

the tapering effect on structure’s sidewalls is a challenge that limits the achievable geometrical 

and dimensional accuracy in producing through structures [30, 31] and thus the achievable 

aspect-ratios in producing the functional features of THz mesh filters. Most of the THz mesh 

filters fabricated by laser micro-machining so far were produced using relatively thin substrates 

(a thickness of less than 50 µm) [32, 33] and therefore the tapering effect had a relatively small 

impact on their dimensional accuracy. The thermal side effects, such as the heat affected zone 

and the formation of recasts around the features, have been the other issues that have 

affected negatively the achievable accuracy when micro structures have to be produced [34]. 

Furthermore, laser micro-machining systems are more suitable for producing small batches of 

components. However, in general, it is a scalable technology that with some process setting 



up automation can be made suitable for a serial manufacture, too. For example, this can be 

achieved by developing specialised work-holding devices [35] and capitalising on the latest 

advances in ultra-short pulse technology, both on constantly increasing the average power of 

femtosecond laser sources and optical solutions for beam splitting and shaping [36]. 

Taking into account the advantages and limitations of laser-based micro-machining, this 

research reports a feasibility study in the use of this technology for producing THz devices, 

especially THz mesh filters. The specific objective is to investigate the capabilities of a novel 

laser micro-machining technology, called precession laser micro-machining, for producing 

cross-shaped, free-stranding THz mesh filters out of metal materials directly without requiring 

any dielectric substrates. We also choose to demonstrate the capability of lasing processing 

by machining a ‘thick’ mesh filter structure [10] which presents additional fabrication 

challenges. In particular, a precession module was integrated into a reconfigurable 

workstation to control the incident angle of the laser beam. In this way, it was possible to 

control the beam incident angle and thus to minimise and potentially eliminate the negative 

tapering effect on accuracy of micro structures. The feasibility study was conducted by 

manufacturing THz mesh filters with different dimensions and aspect-ratios for their critical 

features, and thus to demonstrate the capabilities of this novel laser micro-machining process. 

As a reference for comparison purposes, another recently reported approach for minimising 

the tapering effect, called two-side laser micro-machining  [37], was employed to fabricate the 

same THz mesh filters. The geometrical and dimensional accuracy together with the 

respective performance of produced filters were analysed and conclusions made about the 

capabilities of the proposed manufacturing approach.  

Table 1. A comparison of manufacturing capabilities of laser-based and photoresist-based micro-
manufacturing technologies [38]. 

Manufacturing solutions Photoresist-based Laser-based 

Geometrical complexity 2.5D 3D 

Requirement for secondary 

processes 

Mask production; 

Coatings 

No 

Assembly operations Required No 

Material requirements Photoresists No limitations 

Vulnerability to design changes High Low 

Environment impact Chemical usage No 

Process flexibility Low High 

 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Cross-shaped terahertz mesh filters 

Two designs of terahertz mesh filters were used to investigate the manufacturing capabilities 

of the proposed laser precession micro-machining method. Both filters were designed to allow 

frequency of 0.3 THz (300 GHz) to pass through them. The first mesh filter design (Design 1) 

is a single-pole filter that transmits only one peak frequency, while the second mesh filter 

design (Design 2) is a two-pole filter with increased frequency selectivity. The difference in 

their required transmission performance leads to differences in the dimensions of these two 

filter designs. In general, the functional feature of the two filters are arrays of cross-shaped 

through holes with dimensions as shown in Fig. 1. The sidewalls of the cross-shaped holes 

are normal to the mesh filter surface. In particular, Design 1 includes an array of 14×14 cross-

shaped holes that cover a square area of 8.65 mm × 8.65 mm, while Design 2 is an array of 

28×28 holes that covers an area of 26.21 mm × 26.21 mm. The designed thickness of the 



two THz mesh filters is also different, 300 and 670 µm for the single-pole and the two-pole 

filters, respectively. Taking into account the sizes of the cross-shaped holes and the 

thicknesses of the substrates, the aspect-ratios that have to be achieved are 1:4.76 and 1:2.18 

for Design 1 and Design 2, respectively.  

99.9% purity copper was chosen as a substrate material. Copper has a very low resistivity and 

therefore the need for any coatings will be minimised or even eliminated. Additionally, the 

copper substrates are sufficiently rigid and therefore no reinforcement is required, too. This is 

another advantage of THz filters machined from copper substrates compared to the 

photoresist-based manufacturing approaches as any risks from damage during storage, 

transportation and installation can be reduced and even fully eliminated.  

 

 

Figure 1. The two THz mesh filter designs: (a) Design 1 and (b) Design 2.  

Note: the dimensions of cross-shaped holes are given in micrometers and P is the hole’s 
preriodicity, L – the hole’s length, w – the hole’s width, R – the fillets’ radiusm at the hole’s 
corners and t – the thickness. 

2.2. Laser micro-machining system 

The THz mesh filters were fabricated using a LASEA LS-4 workstation that integrates a sub-

picosecond laser source, YUJA from Amplitude Systemes, with wavelength of 1030 nm and 

pulse duration of 390 femtoseconds for athermal/”cold” processing. A schematic 

representation of the laser micro-machining setup is provided in Fig. 2. The maximum average 

laser power after the focusing lens was 8W and thus the pulse energy was 80 μJ at a repetition 

rate of 100 kHz. By using the maximum average power available, the highest possible material 

removal rate was used to minimise the processing time. An ultrafast laser processing was 

preferred in this research in order to produce mesh filters with high dimensional accuracy and 

quality [39]. A quarter waveplate was integrated into the beam delivery sub-system to carry 

out the machining with a circularly polarised  beam and thus to achieve an even ablation at 

the focal plane [40].  



The beam delivery sub-system consists of two modules, i.e. LS-shape and LS-precess. The 

LS-shape module is used to condition the beam and control basic laser beam properties, in 

particular the laser power and beam diameter. The LS-precess module is critical for realising 

a precession laser processing. Especially, the module allows a parallel offset and rotation of 

the laser beam about the beam central axis with a maximum speed of 30,000 rpm (more 

details are provided in Section 2.3). The laser beam is then steered with X and Y deflectors 

before the focusing telecentric lens with focal length of 100 mm and thus to achieve beam 

spot size of approximately 30 μm at the focal plane. The workpiece is placed on a stack of X 

and Y direct-drive linear stages with accuracy of ±1 μm and repeatability of ±0.4 μm. Each 

individual cross-shaped hole was machined by using only the X and Y beam deflectors while 

the mechanical stages were used to reposition the beam for machining the arrays of holes. 

Therefore, the accuracy and repeatability of the stages was important in ensuring the required 

periodicity between cross-shaped holes. A fume extractor was used to evacuate any debris 

from laser-material interaction area and thus to minimise the contamination of the machined 

copper substrates.   

 

Figure 2. A schematic representation of the laser micro-machining setup.  

Note: R is the beam offset from the central axis.  

2.3. Precession laser machining  

The LS-precess module allows a beam offset in the range from 5 to 7.5 mm while the beam 

remains parallel to the original central axis [41]. Then, the laser beam is rotated at high speed 

(up to 30,000 rpm) to create a donut ring with a diameter from 10 to 15 mm after the LS-

precess module. The precession movement of the laser beam after the focusing lens is 

created by focusing the donut ring with a telecentric lens as depicted in Fig. 3. When the beam 

is offset and parallel to its central axis, the angle between the approaching beam and the first 

surface of the telecentric lens is no longer normal. Consequently, the output beam approaches 

the workpiece surface with a controllable attack angle (Fig.3a). The attack angle with the used 

LS-precess module can be varied from 2.9 to 4.3 degree and depends on the size of the donut 

ring before the focusing lens. However, there is another constraint associated with the scan 

head aperture, especially the maximum diameter of the donut ring is limited by the aperture 



size (20 mm in the used experimental setup). Therefore, the diameter of the donut ring was 

kept at 12 mm approximately and thus to maximize the attack angle while avoiding any 

potential clipping of the rotating laser beam at the scan head aperture. This resulted in a beam 

attack angle of 3.46 degree after the telecentric lens. The advantages of using an incident 

beam that is not anymore normal to the focal plane and at the same time rotates at high speed 

are to ablate the material at the holes’ sidewall more efficiently. This is very important when 

high aspect ratio structures have to be produced and the evacuation of the ablated material 

becomes much more difficult. Using this technique, through structures with vertical sidewalls 

or even a negative taper angle can be produced as shown in Fig.3b. 

 

Figure 3. A schematic representation of laser beam precession movements: (a) the precession 
movement of the laser beam created by focusing the rotating beam, (b) zero or negative 
tapering effect achievable with a precession laser beam. 
 

Note: FIB - the focus of the “individual” laser beam at the focal plane of the telecentric lens; 
FRB –  the intersection point of the rotating beam that is along the central axis. 
 

The cross-shaped holes of the THz filters were fabricated by employing a precession laser 

beam.  The scanning speed of the laser beam is synchronised with its rotational speed and 

therefore has to be reduced significantly compared to the speeds normally used when a 

precession movement is not required. Especially, the scanning speed should be less than 50 

mm/s during precession processing and thus to achieve a sufficient overlapping between the 

beam loops and so to ablate the material efficiently along the structure profiles.  This is the 

main limitation of the precession laser processing technology. However, it is feasible to 

increase the scanning speed by increasing simultaneously the beam rotational speed as there 

is a linear interdependence between them. 

A layer-based machining strategy was used to produce the cross-shaped holes. Two different 

scanning speeds were used to achieve an efficient material removal and produce holes with 

smooth edges. In particular, by trials, two scanning speeds were selected, 20.5 and 12 mm/s, 

and the resulting beam paths are presented in Fig.4. Nine passes with the faster scanning 

speed were required to achieve good overlaps between the pulses and the beam loops and 

to machine the copper substrates, efficiently, and remove most of the material. Then, 



additional four finishing passes with the lower speed were necessary to clean the holes’ 

edges/kerfs and also to reduce further the taper angle on the sidewalls. The use of the slower 

scanning regime allowed the striation effects at the holes’ edges to be eliminated, especially 

by reducing the distance between the precession beam loops. Thus, it was possible to produce 

cutting kerfs with straight and well-defined edges by employing two scanning regimes.  

In addition, the initial trials had shown that the scanning direction of the precession laser beam 

affected the edge quality. Therefore, the outer part of the precession loops was along the 

edges of the holes as shown in Figs 4a and 4b and as a result structures with well-defined 

and smooth edges were produced. Finally, the conducted trials have also shown that the 

cross-sectional profile of the holes should be outlined three times per layer to facilitate a proper 

material evacuation with the increase of the hole’s depth. Especially, the holes’ kerfs were 

widened by conducing three outlining cuts per layer with a step-over distance between them 

of 50 um as shown in Figs. 4c and 4d and Figs. 5a and 5c.  

 

 

Figure 4. The beam paths for the two different scanning speeds: (a) a single pass with the 
faster scanning speed, 20.5 mm/s; (b) a single pass with the slower scanning speed, 12 mm/s; 
(c) multiple passes with the faster scanning speed; and (d) multiple passes with the slower 
scanning speed. 

So, the precession machining strategy implemented for producing the two filter designs 

required three outlining cuts and each of them included nine passes with the higher scanning 

speed and four more with the lower speed, hence thirteen passes per cut and thirty-nine ones 

in total for each layer. FIB was kept at the top surface of the substrate at the start of the 

machining cycles and then moved down 100 μm at each layer. Three layers were required for 

the Design 1 filter while six layers were necessary to produce the Design 2 as showed in Fig. 

5b and 5d.  

The final step of the fabrication process was the cleaning of the samples in an ultrasonic bath 

with acetone for 10 minutes. This step was necessary in order to remove any debris inside the 

cross-shaped holes that can affect the performance of THz filters.  

 



 

Figure 5. The layer-based machining strategies used to produce the cross-shaped holes: (a) 
and (c) the three cutting paths with a step-over of 50 μm used to machine each layer of the 
single-pole and two-pole filters, respectively; (b) and (d) the layers per cut with their 4 slow 
and 9 fast passes required in machining the holes of the single-pole and two-pole filters, 
respectively. 

2.4. Two-side laser machining 

As it was stated, the two THz filter designs were also fabricated using the two-side laser 

processing method proposed by Nasrollahi et al. [37]. The samples fabricated with this method 

were used as references and their performance was compared with the filters produced using 

the precession machining regime. Again, an ultrafast (femtosecond) laser source was used to 

produce the filters while the same circular polarization, 100 mm telecentric focusing lens and 

mechanical stages as those used in implementing the precession machining method were 

utilised. Especially, a mechanical rotary stage with accuracy of 29 μrad was employed to rotate 

the workpiece at 180 degree as required by the two-side method. Trials were conducted to 

find a suitable processing window for machining the filter holes with a comparable edge 

definition and dimensional accuracy to those achieved with the precession method. The 

maximum pulse energy was set at 80 uJ and achieve an accumulated fluence of 8.2 J/cm2. In 

addition, a hatching strategy with a step-over distance of 10 μm was deployed to produce the 

holes. The pulse repetition rate was kept the same, 100 kHz, as in the precession method 

while the maximum possible scanning speed, 2000 mm/s, was used in order to minimise the 

processing time. 

2.5. Measurements  

2.5.1. Dimensional measurements 

Dimensional analysis was carried out by using a focus variation microscope, ALICONA G5.  

The critical dimensions of the two filter designs were analysed. In particular, the length and 

width of the cross-shaped holes, the taper angle at the sidewalls and the holes’ periodicity (the 

distance between holes) were measured.  



The dimensions of cross-shaped holes were measured at nine different places over the 

machined areas and the average values were used to analyse the accuracy and repeatability 

achieved in the laser machining operations. The three-dimensional profiles/morphology of the 

cross-shaped holes was reconstructed by conducting focus variation measurements and thus 

to establish the taper angle on the holes’ sidewall.   

The thickness and the surface roughness of as-received substrates before the laser machining 

operation were also measured as they are factors affecting the performance of THz filters. 

The results of these measurements are provided in Table 2. 

Table 2: The as-received thickness and surface roughness of the substrates used to 
produce the filters with the two laser micro-machining methods. 

THz mesh filter design Design 1 Design 2 

Sample 1 Sample 2 Sample 3 Sample 4 

Method Two-side Precession Two-side Precession 

True thickness (µm) 290-320 280-310 640-660 650-670 

Surface roughness Sa (µm) 0.817 0.641 0.501 0.879 

 

Notes: the thickness of the substrates was measured with a calliper while their surface 

roughness with the Alicona G5 system 

 

2.5.2. Performance measurements and simulations 

The functionality of the THz mesh filters was assessed with a free space Quasi-Optic system 

that employs a vector network analyzer (VNA), illustrated in Fig.6. It covers the range of 220 

GHz to 325 GHz in this measurement [10, 42]. The performance of THz mesh filters was 

assessed by measuring S-parameters that characterize their reflection and transmission in 

the frequency domain [43]. In particular, the S11 parameter designates the impedance 

matching of the filter while the S21 parameter assesses the insertion loss of the signal when 

it passes through the frequency selective component. These parameters are measured in 

decibels [dB]. An ideal THz mesh filter should transmit a wave signal at 300 GHz with a zero 

insertion loss. 

The filters’ performance was simulated by using the CST MICROWAVE STUDIO® software 

[44]. The electric and magnetic walls were chosen to be the opposite boundary pairs in order 

to model the unit cell. The resonant frequency of the unit cell was calculated by employing the 

full Floquet modal expansion and periodic boundaries. The efficient electric conductivity was 

calculated and included into the simulation [45]: 

𝜎𝑒𝑓𝑓 =
𝜎0

𝐾𝑆𝑅
2  

where 𝜎0 is theoretical electric conductivity of smooth surface material (5.87×107 S/m) and 𝐾𝑆𝑅 

is surface roughness correction factor. 



 

Figure 6. A schematic representation of a frequency selective components with respective 
S11 and S21 parameters (Left) and a schematic diagram of the free space Quasi-Optic system 
used to assess the THz mesh filter's performance (Right). 

2.5.3. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy analysis  

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis was performed on a Thermo Fisher 

Scientific K-alpha+ spectrometer.  Samples were analysed using 100 µm spot mode of a micro-

focused monochromatic Al x-ray source (14 W). The data was recorded at pass energies of 

150 eV for the survey scans and 40 eV for the high resolution scan with 1 eV and 0.1 eV step 

sizes, respectively. Data analysis was performed in CasaXPS using a Shirley type background 

and Scofield cross sections, with an energy dependence of -0.6. 

3. Results and discussions 

3.1. Dimensional accuracy  

Four samples of the THz mesh filters were fabricated by employing the two laser micro-

machining approaches, i.e. two-side and precession laser micro-machining, described in 

Section 2. Sample 1 (S1) and S2 are single-pole filters, while S3 and S4 are two-pole ones. 

The two-side laser machining approach was employed to produce S1 and S3 while S2 and 

S4 were produced with the precession laser machining method. 

Representative images of the two prototype mesh filters are provided in Fig.7. In general, the 

ultrafast laser processing of copper substrates results in relatively clean structures with well-

defined edges, i.e. neither observable re-cast at the edges nor apparent surface 

contaminations. 



 

Figure 7. Representative images of the two THz filter designs produced employing the 
precession method: (a) Design 1 (Single-pole) and (b) Design 2 (Two-pole). 

3.1.1. Taper angle analysis  

The precession laser machining method led to better results with regard to the geometrical 

accuracy of the cross-shaped holes. Table 5 provides the measurement results, showing the 

reduction of the tapering effect at the sidewall in comparison to the two-side method. The 

average taper angle was reduced 2.6 times from 4.1 degree to 1.6 degree for the single-pole 

filter (Design 1). A bigger reduction of the taper angle was achieved for the two-pole filter, i.e. 

from 11.5 degree to 1.9 degree (6.1 times). In addition, it is important to note that this 

improvement was not at the expense of total machining time in spite of the fact that the 

precession machining process was not optimised. Especially, the machining times of S1 and 

S2 were the same while there was an increase of only 2 hours for S4 in comparison to S3. 

Table 3: Average taper angles at the sidewalls of the two THz mesh filter designs with 
the machining times 

THz mesh filter designs Design 1 Design 2 

S1 S2 S3 S4 

Method Two-

side 

Precession Two-

side 

Precession 

Taper angle [deg.] 4.1 1.6 11.5 1.9 

Total machining time [hr] 6  6  24 26 

 

The edge definition and the morphology of the holes produced with the two methods is 

depicted in Fig. 8. The sidewalls can be clearly seen in the front and back views for the holes 

produced with the two-side method (Fig. 8a and 8b). In contrast, the entrances (front view) 

were cleaner and very sharp exits (back view) were achieved on the cross-shaped holes 

produced with the precession laser machining method (Fig. 8e and 8f).  

One of the advantages of the precession laser processing comes from the use of multiple cuts 

and the layer-based machining strategy. The outlining cuts in laser micro-machining have a 

proven positive effect on the resulting edge quality [30]. In addition, the beam precession loops 

in the four slow passes not only led to a further material ablation, but also helped to smooth 

the hole’s edges. It is also important to stress that the holes were produced from one side only 

and the three outlining cuts with the slow and fast scanning speeds were sufficient to evacuate 

all ablated material efficiently. There were not visible debris or recasts at the hole’s entrances. 

As a result, a very good edge definition at the hole’s exits were achieved and there were no 



evidence of a heat effected zone around them. The constructed sidewalls and extracted 

profiles of S1 and S2 with the focus variation method (Fig.8c, 8d, 8g and 8h) depict a clean 

and well-defined sidewall for the holes produced with the precession laser machining method. 

 

Figure 8. The cross-shaped holes of the single-pole filter fabricated by the two methods. The 
first row depicts a hole produced with the two-side method while the second one with the 
precession method, in particular: (a) and (e) the front views; (b) and (f) the back views; the 
reconstructed sidewalls in (c) and (g), and extracted profiles in (d) and (h). 
 

The taper angle reduction is much more pronounced on the cross-shaped holes of the two-

pole filters because the thickness of the copper substrates are more than twice higher than 

those used in the single pole ones. Figs. 9a and 9b depict clearly the sidewalls in the front and 

back views and the high taper angle and the narrowing effect in the middle of the through 

holes produced with the two-side method. In addition, the extracted profile in Fig. 9d shows 

that the taper angle increases with the increase of the depth. This results in large dimensional 

deviations of the hole’s length and width and also a large geometrical deviation from the 

nominal vertical sidewalls.   

In contrast, there are no apparent tapering effect on the sidewalls of the entrance and exit 

(Figs. 9e and 9f) of the hole machined with the precession method. This is similar to what was 

achieved for the holes of the single-pole filters. In fact, the taper angle decreased more than 

6 times for the THz mesh filter fabricated with the precession laser beam. Furthermore, the 

precession method produced holes with straight walls and a consistent taper angle throughout 

their full depth. These is a clear evidence of the attained efficient material removal with the 

multiple cuts and the layer-based machining strategy. This is also evident from the uniform 

ablation that was maintained with the increase of the hole depth.   



 

Figure 9. The cross-shaped holes of the two-pole filter fabricated with the two methods. The 
first row depicts a hole produced with the two-side method while the second one with the 
precession method, in particular:  (a) and (e) the front views; (b) and (f) the back views; the 
reconstructed sidewalls in (c) and (g), and extracted profiles in (d) and (h). 
 

Fig. 10 shows the cross-shaped hole’s morphology obtained with by two-side method. The 

narrowing of the hole at the middle is an inherent issue associated with the two-side method. 

This is the result of the tapering effect that is common for any structure machined with a normal 

incident beam. This effect can be almost fully eliminated when the structurers are machined 

with a precession beam which leads to a significant increase of their accuracy, both 

dimensional and geometrical. It is worth stating that the taper angle could even be eliminated 

through a further optimisation of the precession machining process. 

 

Figure 10. A comparison of hole’s morphologies obtained with the two laser machining 
methods: (a) the narrowing effect in the two-side method; and (b) the straight vertical cuts 
along the hole profile produced with the precession method that define the sidewalls.  

3.1.2. Dimensions in XY plane 



Table 4 and Table 5 provide the dimensional measurements in both X and Y directions that 

includes the hole’s length, width and periodicity of all samples. It can be seen in Table 3 that 

length and width of the S1 holes are generally bigger than those of S2 in X and Y, and also 

on both sides of the single-pole filter. The average deviations from the nominal dimensions on 

the front side were from 29 µm to 52 µm for S1 and from -1 µm to 31 µm for S2. In the case 

of S1, there was a slight increase of the size of the cross-shaped holes due to the relatively 

high aspect ratio of almost 1:5. In general, the deviations are more pronounced on the front 

side in comparison with the dimensional measurements obtained on the back side of the 

single-pole filters produced with both methods.  

The results obtained on S3 and S4 were different, and they are provided in Table 5. The 

deviations from the nominals were higher for the two-pole filter fabricated with the precession 

method compared to those on the S3 filter produced with the two-side one. In particular, the 

average deviation from the nominal values were in the range from 84 µm to 101 µm on the 

entrance side and from 45 µm to 48 µm on the exit side of S4. While on S3 fabricated with the 

two-side method, the deviations were smaller on both sides, especially from -10 µm to 23 µm 

and -10 µm to 24 µm on the front and the back sides, respectively. However, the better 

accuracy in XY plane achieved with the two-side method did not lead to a smaller taper angle 

(as discussed in Section 4.1.1) or more importantly to a better filter’s performance. This will 

be discussed in Section 3.2. In general, the variation of S2 and S4 dimensions were smaller 

on the exit side in comparison with the values obtained on the entrance side of the filters 

produced with the precession method. 

The sources of errors in the two-side method were discussed in details in another research 

[37]. The deviation between measurements and the nominals of the filters fabricated with the 

precession method can be attributed to several reasons. First, the ellipticity of the laser beam 

played a role and has led to deviations of the dimensions in X and Y plane. In fact, the 

maximum difference between the biggest and smallest diameter of the laser beam was 10 µm 

during the machining process. This difference can be reduced by calibrating the laser beam 

and/or compensating this error by making adjustments in the machining strategy in X and Y 

directions. The second reason is the larger divergence of the focused precession beam than 

that of the “conventional” laser beam. Therefore, the precession beam is more sensitive to 

variations of the focal distance, e.g. due to any flatness deviations of the substrates used to 

produce the filters. The negative effects associated with this error source can be minimised 

by improving the quality of as-received workpieces and by employing appropriate holding 

devices during the machining process. The third reason is non-optimized machining strategy 

and processing parameters that were used to produce the filters with the precession method. 

In particular, the negative effects of multiple cuts and passes on dimensional accuracy in the 

layer-based machining strategy can be minimised by optimising the process and by 

introducing compensations to the X and Y dimensions. In addition, the errors associated with 

the used telecentric lens to focus the precession laser beam should be investigated and taken 

into account in optimizing the process. Finally, the repeatability of beam deflectors and the 

uncertainty associated with the measurements also contributed to the obtained deviations 

from the nominals.   

The periodicity deviations from the nominal values of S1 and S2 are in the range from 0.7 to 

1.3 µm and they were less than those on S3 and S4 (from 1.3 to 1.7 µm). This can be explained 

with the smaller number of cross-shaped holes and thus the machining fields of S1 and S2 

are smaller and less prepositional movements with the mechanical stages are required. 

Consequently, the accumulated errors as a result of these repositioning movements are 

smaller. At the same time, the better periodicity obtained with the precession method can be 

explained with the machining of the filters from one side only and thus avoiding the alignment 



error in the two-side method. It should also be noted that the cleaner and better-defined edges 

obtained with the precession method have reduced the uncertainty in the conducted 

dimensional measurements. 

Table 4. Dimensional measurements of the single-pole THz mesh filters (S1 and S2) 
produced with the two machining methods 

Dimensional 

measurements 

Nominal 

dimension

s [µm] 

Average Value    

 [µm] 

Average deviations from nominals and 

standard deviation of measurements [µm] 

S1 S2 S1 S2 

Technique  Two-

side 

Precessio

n 

Two-side Precession 

Front 

side 

Length X 525 554 539  29 ± 4.4 14 ± 2.2  

Length Y 525 577 556  52 ± 3.3 31 ± 3.7 

Width X 62.5 108 62 45 ± 2.9 -1 ± 3.0 

Width Y 62.5 111 77 49 ± 5.7 14 ± 6.2 

Back 

side 

Length X 525 557 520 32 ± 3.8 -5 ± 2.2 

Length Y 525 561 523 36 ± 2.2 -2 ± 3.3 

Width X 62.5 93 56 31 ± 3.7 -7 ± 1.4 

Width Y 62.5 81 64 19 ± 1.8 1 ± 3.8  
Periodicity X 625 625 625 1.3 ± 1.7 0.7 ± 0.8  

Periodicity Y 625 626 626 1.2 ± 1.3 1.2 ± 1.0 

 

Table 5.Dimensional measurements of the two-pole THz mesh filters (S3 and S4) 
produced with the two machining methods 

Dimension 

measurements 

Nominal 

dimensions 

[µm] 

Average Value  

[µm] 

Average deviations from nominals and 

standard deviation of measurements [µm] 

S3 S4 S3 S4 

Technique  Two-

side 

Precession Two-side Precession 

Front 

side 

Length X 562 585 647 23 ± 3.1 85 ± 8.6 

Length Y 562 552 662 -10 ± 4.4 100 ± 4.7 

Width X 308 329 392 21 ± 2.3 84 ± 9.6 

Width Y 308 298 409 -10 ± 4.7 101 ± 3.6 

Back 

side 

Length X 562 586 607 24 ± 2.6 45 ± 6.3 

Length Y 562 552 610 -10 ± 3.5  48 ± 6.1 

Width X 308 330 353 22 ± 2.0 45 ± 6.6 

Width Y 308 296 355 -12 ± 4.0 47 ± 4.9  
Periodicity X 950 951 951 1.5 ± 1.9 1.5 ± 1.8 

Periodicity Y 950 950 951 1.7 ± 2.2  1.3 ± 1.5 

 

Note: The positive values and negative values denote that the measured dimensions are 

larger or smaller than the nominal values, respectively. 

3.2. Performance of THz mesh filters 

The ultimate assessment and comparison of THz mesh filters produced with the two-side and 

the precession methods can be obtained by analyzing their functional performance, i.e. the S-

parameters obtained with the free space Quasi-Optic system.  In particular, measurement 

results obtained at two orientations of S2, S3 and S4 were analysed. Firstly, the filters were 

measured at their original orientation. Then, the filters were rotated by 90 degree to repeat the 

measurements. The filter’s performance was analysed and recorded, again. 



Fig. 11 shows the measurement results of single-pole filters fabricated with the two different 

machining methods. It can be seen in Fig. 11a that the S1 filter fabricated with the two-side 

method provide a single pole (S11 parameter) but the peak of the resonance frequency was 

shifted to the right of the simulation ones. Fig. 11b depicts a closer look at the S21 parameter 

that assesses the insertion loss of the filter, in particular the minimum loss of the S1 filter was 

3.9 dB. The high-than-expected insertion loss can be attributed to the low dimensional 

accuracy achieved by the two-side method, especially, the narrowing effects in the middle of 

the S1 cross-shaped holes. In contrast, the performance of the S2 filter was much better, 

especially the single pole frequency (S11) was sharply defined as shown in Fig. 11c. The 

resonance frequency was slightly shifted to the lower frequencies in comparison to the 

simulation results. The offset was around 3 GHz that was equivalent to 1% error. The closer 

look at the S21 parameter in Fig. 11d shows a minimum insertion loss of 0.8 dB when the filter 

was measured at its original reference orientation. The bandwidth was also closer to the S2 

simulation results.  

 

     

Figure 11. The performance characteristics of single-pole filters: (a) S11 and S21 parameters 
of the S1 filter; (b) the closer look at the S21 parameter of the S1 filter; (c) the S11 and S21 
parameters of the S2 filter; (d) a closer look at the S21 parameter of the S2 filter.  

The performance of the two-pole filters is depicted in Fig. 12. Again, the performance of the 

filter fabricated with the two-side method (S3) was not satisfactory due to the large deviations 

from the nominal dimensions. The S11 measurements did not show two well defined poles 

and there was a significant shift of 10 GHz to the higher frequency as shown in Fig. 12a. The 

minimum insertion loss was 4.6 dB and the bandwidth was much smaller than the simulation 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 



results (Fig. 12b). On the other hand, the S11 and S21 characteristics of the S4 filter were in 

good agreement with the simulation results as depicted in Fig.12c. The two poles of the 2nd-

order filter can be clearly seen and one of the poles coincides exactly with the simulated 

frequency of 300 GHz. The S21 measurements showed a minimum loss of 0.8 dB for both S4 

orientations (Fig. 12d). In addition, the S4 bandwidth was very close to the simulation results 

but was slightly shifted to the lower frequencies. 

It can be clearly seen that the S2 and S4 filters provided similar results with their two different 

orientation that indicates a consistent performance. The shifting of frequency (S11) can be  

attributed to the difference between designed and actual thickness of the filter [12]. Other 

factors discussed in Section 3.1.2 can affect the performance of the THz mesh filters, too, 

such as the flatness of the substrates, some oxidation of copper as a result of the laser-

material interactions in not controlled environment which will be discussed next. 

 

 

    

Figure 12. The performance characteristics of two-pole filters: (a) S11 and S21 parameters 
of the S3 filter; (b) the closer look at the S21 parameter of the S3 filter; (c) the S11 and S21 
parameters of the S4 filter; (d) a closer look at the S21 parameter of the S4 filter.  

3.3. HAZ and XPS analyses 

An investigation of potential side-effects due to the laser machining process of copper 

substrates in not controlled environment was conducted as this may have negative effects on 

filters’ performance. Fig. 13 depicts the edge of a cross-shaped hole fabricated with the two-

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 



side and precession laser machining methods. Heat Affected Zone (HAZ) was determined by 

assessing the abnormal change in material colour at micro-structure’s edge. It can be seen 

that the conventional laser machining strategy used in the two-side method did not create any 

HAZ, as can be expected in ultrafast laser processing. However, there are some evidences of 

HAZ on the hole edge after the precession machining, even with an ultrafast laser source. The 

HAZ appearance in the precession machining can be explained with the low scanning speeds 

and precession movements of the laser beam that resulted in a complex pulse overlapping 

and some heat load on the surface.  

 

Figure 13. HAZ at the cross-shaped hole of two-pole filter design produced by Two-side 
technique (left) and Precession technique (right) where some material microstructure 
refinement is visible. 

Additionally, a XPS analysis of the front side surface (unprocessed area) and the sidewall 

surface (processed area) of the cross-shaped holes machined with the precession method 

was conducted to look for potential changes in surface chemistry, especially copper oxidation. 

The XPS spectra in Fig. 14 and extracted atomic concentration in Table 6 show the presence 

of Cu 2p which signify the formation of copper oxides at both front side and sidewall surface 

[46]. The high-resolution normalized XPS spectra of Cu 2p (3/2 and 1/2) are depicted in Fig. 

14c. The contribution of copper (I) oxide (Cu2O) was more pronounced on the unprocessed 

area (the front side surface) with a peak position at around 933 eV, which indicates the 

formation of a native oxide layer onto the surface due to its exposure to ambient air. On the 

other hand, the processed area (the sidewall surface) had significant contributions of both 

copper (I) oxide (Cu2O) and copper (II) oxide (CuO) components, which can be validated with 

the satellite features at 943 eV and the broader peak shape. This is in good agreement with 

the indirect ratio of oxygen/copper, which can be used to judge about the surface’s oxidation 

level [47]. In particular, this ratio increased from 6.87 to 9.01 (calculated from Table 6) when 

the material was subjected to laser machining. Therefore, it can be concluded that the heat 

accumulation during laser precession processing of copper led to some material oxidation and 

this is in spite of the use of ultrashort pulses. The formation of copper oxide is undesirable and 

can affect the THz filter’s performance because this is a non-conductive compound. Thus, the 

copper oxidation could contribute to the higher-than-expected insertion loss of THz filters 

produced by the precession laser machining method. This negative side effect can be 

minimised and even eliminated by conducting the laser processing in control environments.  

Table 6. The composition of a copper substrate after precession laser machining 

Analysed area 

Atomic concentration of found elements (%) 

Cu 2p (3/2) O 1s C 1s Ca 2p Si 2p 

Front side 1.79 12.30 81.51 0.62 3.78 

Sidewall 1.28 11.53 83.39 1.50 2.30 



The analysis also showed high concentration of carbon compared to copper and oxygen. The 

deposition of carbon can be partly the result of contamination during the cleaning process and 

partly due to absorption of organic compounds in an ambient environment [48, 49]. Traces of 

other elements such as calcium and silicon were also identified, which could be due to some 

other sources of contamination, e.g. fingerprints. However, the contribution of carbon and 

other elements was minor and hence should not have a significant impact on the filters’ 

functionality.  

 

  

 

Figure 14. The XPS analysis of a two-pole filter after precession machining: (a) XPS spectra 
of front side surface (unprocessed area); (b) XPS spectra of sidewall surface (processed 
area); (c) High-resolution normalized spectra of Cu 2p as obtained for front side surface (red) 
and sidewall surface (green). 

4. Conclusions   

This study investigates a manufacturing route for producing THz mesh filters that employed a 

novel laser micro-machining technology, especially by machining directly relatively thick 

copper substrates. The method proposed in this research is called laser precession machining 

and it can be considered an alternative to photoresist-based fabrication technologies. Two 

different designs of cross-shaped THz mesh filters with thickness of 300 µm and 670 µm were 

successfully fabricated by laser precession machining of copper substrates. The drawback of 

conventional laser micro-machining processes, i.e. the tapering effect on sidewalls, was 

overcome by controlling the incident/attack angle of the precession process and implementing 

an appropriate machining strategy. In particular, the material along the cross-shaped holes of 

the filters was ablated efficiently by employing a layer-based machining strategy with multiple 
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cuts and passes at each layer and thus to reduce the taper angle on the sidewalls. In this way, 

it was possible to reduce the taper angle by 3 times (from 4.1 to 1.6 degree) and 6 times (from 

11.5 degree to 1.9 degree) in producing the through cross-shaped holes of single-pole and 

two-pole filters, respectively, compared to the reference two-side method. It is important to 

note that this was not achieved at the expense of the machining times, which were comparable 

for the two methods. However, there were some relatively large dimensional deviations of the 

cross-shaped holes in the XY plane for the THz filters fabricated with the precession method. 

These can be attributed to the ellipticity of the laser beam, the sensitivity of the precession 

beam to any focal distance variations and the non-optimized laser precession machining 

process that was utilised. This shortcoming can be minimised or even eliminated by optimizing 

the precession machining process and by introducing some compensations to the XY 

dimensions in the machining strategy. 

Nevertheless, the performance of the THz mesh filters that were produced had demonstrated 

clearly the process potential in spite of employing a sub-optimal machining strategy. The S-

parameters, i.e.  S11 and S21, of the single-pole filter were very closed to the simulation 

results, with only 3 GHz offset that is equivalent to 1% error. The two-pole filter provided two 

clear reflection zeros (transmission poles) while one of them was at the designed frequency 

of 300 GHz. The insertion loss of the filters was 0.8 dB. The loss in the transmission was 

mostly due to some deviations from the nominal dimensions of the machined cross-shaped 

holes and the formation of copper oxide at sidewall during the laser precession process. 

However, it is important to reiterate that this was a feasibility study and a thorough process 

optimisation can address the accuracy issues and improve the performance of THz mesh 

filters further.   
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